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BRAD SMITH:  Good morning.  It's a real 

pleasure for me to be here.  I want you to 

know that I chose this picture as the opening 

slide for a very specific reason.  I want all of 

you to be able to go home and say you saw 

Seattle in the sunshine.  (Laughter.)   

 

It actually looks that way most days in July, 

August, and September.  But as you've seen 

in April, the weather is a much iffier 

proposition. 

 

But in all seriousness, when I was asked to speak today, it took me only about ten 

seconds to say yes, because I, in particular, have a real appreciation for what all of you in 

this room do.  I certainly remember what you or the people who preceded you did for 

me and all of my peers and colleagues when I entered the legal profession in the 1980s. 

 

I remember what it was like to be graduating 

from Columbia Law School and it was a time 

when, frankly, jobs were more plentiful, but 

the job search was still a stressful thing.  And 

the work of folks in the placement office at 

the law school in your second and especially 

third year were among the most important 

work for you as a law student. 

 

But it wasn't just that.  I remember what it 

was like to enter the legal profession.  First, I 

remember as a summer associate at Simpson, Thatcher and Bartlett in New York, and 

then as an associate joining Covington & Burling in 1986 in Washington, D.C.   
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I remember joining Covington, and I 

remember the work of Lorraine Brown and 

the folks in the recruiting office who did 

more than just help get us signed up to 

come to the firm. 

 

We were all new.  I had just finished a 

clerkship for a year.  But I didn't know what 

it was like to work in a law firm.  We didn't 

really know what it was like to be a lawyer.  

We didn't know really what we were 

supposed to do other than what we had seen on television and in the movies. 

 

And it is folks like you who play such a critical role, I think, in welcoming people into our 

profession and really getting all of us who are lawyers started on the right track.  It was 

tremendously important to me.  It's something I've always remembered.   

 

As I got to Microsoft and worked at this 

campus – which is the largest research and 

development center in the world, with over 

100 buildings and about 55,000 people 

coming to work every day on the other 

side of Lake Washington – the welcome 

that I received has always played an 

important role in inspiring what I want to 

do to welcome new people who come to 

work for us. 

 

I have lunch about every six weeks with all of the new folks who have joined our 

department.  A majority of them are lawyers, but we have paralegals and lobbyists, and 

engineers and a variety of other folks, as well.  And I, frankly, try to remember what I first 

experienced when I was welcomed into the legal profession. 

 

One of the things I concluded over the years is that people are more likely to remember 

pictures than words.  So the very first thing I do at each lunch I have is walk people 

through a few pictures.   
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It starts with this picture, which is a cartoon 

that was shown at a legal conference that I 

attended in San Francisco about seven or 

eight years ago.  It was a cartoon that was 

presented by a lawyer who said he had seen 

it at a conference that he attended and that 

the cartoon had been presented by 

someone else who had drawn the cartoon 

to describe the role of lawyers.   

 

And this cartoon was meant to show that 

sometimes people fall off cliffs and they have to be taken to the hospital in an 

ambulance and lawyers play a role.  They help clients in need, or in some cases lawyers 

chase the ambulance.  And in some cases they even cause the accident.  (Laughter.)  But, 

that is what this first person had said was a description of what lawyers do. 

 

But, this speaker said that he found that this cartoon was deficient.  It was incomplete, he 

said.  So at this conference he presented a second version of the cartoon.  It was this.   

 

He said a lot of what lawyers do is prevent 

accidents from happening in the first place, 

which of course is true.  We give advice on 

how to avoid problems.  We ensure that 

people comply with the law.  You build a 

fence and you try to keep people from 

falling off the cliff. 

 

I listened to that and I thought that was an 

improvement over the first version.  But, as I 

sat there in the audience I felt very strongly 

that this picture was every bit as incomplete as the first one that the speaker had found 

deficient.  So when I got back to my office in Redmond I talked to somebody down the 

hall who happily was married to an artist and I asked for a third version.  And I asked 

them to create this.  This in my opinion is what lawyers do. 
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Lawyers help people climb mountains.  

Sometimes they're mountains in a personal 

life, if it’s an individual who is a client.  For 

many or most of us we may find ourselves 

working with institutions.  Our clients are 

companies, or nonprofit organizations, or 

governments in the United States or 

around the world.  But everybody has their 

mountain to climb.  And lawyers play a vital 

role in helping clients climb those 

mountains. 

 

But as I stepped back I realized that even the third version was still missing something.  

And so I asked for a fourth version to be created.   

 

We don't just show people the mountaintop 

and give them advice about how to get 

there.  We climb the mountain with them.  

That's what great lawyers do.  They go up 

the mountain with their clients.  They roll up 

their sleeves.  They work hand-in-hand.   

 

And it may be with a business like Microsoft, 

where we're creating a new product and 

bringing it to market.  It may be an 

individual who is an immigrant who is 

coming to work at Microsoft, where we're responsible for making sure that they're in 

compliance with their visa and get a green card.   

 

But, whether it's an individual or one of the largest companies on the planet, we climb up 

the mountain with the people we work with.  And we do it as part of a team.  We do it as 

part of a diverse team of men and women from all kinds of backgrounds.  And that in 

truth is what makes being a lawyer on so many days so much fun. 
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And yet, if you look at the news you 

wouldn't think that lawyers are all across 

the country right now having fun.  After all, 

there's headline after headline about law 

school admissions being down. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Or you read about lawyers being unhappy 

with their jobs.  And what I wanted to talk a 

bit about this morning is how to reconcile 

to a degree what I see as some of the great 

things about being a lawyer with the 

challenges that we face as a profession.  

And I want to talk about the work that 

you're doing and all the work that we have 

an opportunity to do together, to do even 

more to build even better opportunities for 

the next generation of lawyers and build an 

even better legal profession. 

 

I do think that one sometimes needs to start by resetting expectations.   

 

I remember crossing the street on 

September 15th, 1986, to walk into this 

building on Pennsylvania Avenue for my 

first day at work.  It's the building where 

Covington and Burling had its offices.  I 

walked across the street and I walked in the 

lobby with this grand vision.  I had focused 

on international legal issues at Columbia.  I 

thought “maybe they'll put me on a plane 

and send me overseas.  I'll negotiate some 

big deal.”  I learned that morning that most 

employers do not save their most exciting project for their newest employee.  (Laughter.) 

 

So those first couple of months I did take a trip.  The most important trip I took was 

down the eighth floor hallway to a file room.  I was working on a lawsuit, since part of 
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the work I did was litigation.  And it was my job to go through the file cabinets and the 

110,000 pages of documents in them, use a tape recorder, which was still what one used 

in 1986, and record a summary of each and every document. 

 

As I got to page 10,000, I realized I had 100,000 pages to go.  (Laughter.)  And I started 

to ask myself, “Oh my goodness, is this what I went to law school for?  Maybe I should 

get my money back.  I wonder if I can.”  But there came a moment in that file room when 

I decided to myself that hopefully this would not be the most exciting project I would 

ever handle as a lawyer.  It didn't matter.  I would aspire to have fun with this project.  I 

would aspire to make it interesting and stimulating and, more than anything else, I 

would aspire to do that work in that file room better than anybody had ever done that 

kind of work before.  That was the goal I would set for myself. 

 

And I remember about three and a half 

years later walking across a different street 

to walk into a different building.  It was this 

building.  It's in the Netherlands.  It's in 

The Hague, and it's called the Peace 

Palace.  It's the building where the 

International Court of Justice meets and 

it's a building where international arbitral 

tribunals meet.  And I was walking in to 

represent a large American company.   

 

 

And I was on my feet, not in the file room, 

but in this room.  I was standing before a 

panel of arbitrators, presenting a case with 

a roomful of people, not quite as full as in 

this picture, but there were people all 

around.  And I thought to myself, “This is 

not the file room.”  But, I also stopped and 

I thought to myself that the reason I was 

standing in that room was because of, 

frankly, what I had done in the file room.  

In a space of only three years I had gone 

from the file room to this room, frankly, because people had given me the 

encouragement to focus on the job at hand, make the most of it, have fun with it, and 

more than anything else, do it extremely well. 
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When people ask me what it's like to be the 

General Counsel at Microsoft, or how the 

heck did I become the general counsel at 

Microsoft, I sometimes talk about this scene, 

from Disneyland.  It's important actually in 

two very different respects.  First, since my 

earliest days, coming to meet with Microsoft 

when it was my client, I've always found 

going to the office at Microsoft a little bit 

like going to Disneyland. 

 

You get to see these products that are under development.  You see them before 

anybody else.  You get to touch them.  And if you love a computer, as anybody who 

wanted a computer in order to be an associate like I obviously did, it is fun.  It is really 

exciting.   

 

But Disneyland – or Disneyworld – actually played an important role in my career for a 

completely different reason and in a completely different way. 

 

I will always remember the Friday morning in Washington, D.C., in February of 1989, the 

Friday before Presidents Day weekend.  It had been decided and announced a couple of 

weeks earlier that I was going to move from the Washington Office to the brand new 

London Office at Covington & Burling.  And that morning a young partner walked into 

my office at about eight in the morning.  It's a fellow named Jim Atwood, and he was 

assigned to be my mentor.  And I'm sure as in many of your firms, there are people who 

are assigned to be mentors, and sometimes these take off and sometimes these don't.  

But Jim that morning had read a newsletter.  This newsletter had said that the European 

Community was going to consider a new software copyright directive, and when you're 

the first person who asks for a computer on your desk as I had done, it turns out that 

people know that you like software. 

 

So he walked into my office and he gave me this newsletter, and he said, “I know you're 

going to Europe and you're interested in software, so maybe there's some kind of client 

development memo you can do on this.  I thought you might find it interesting.”  I said, 

“Whoa, this does look sort of interesting.” 

 

One of the great coincidences was the fact that an eighth year associate had just left the 

firm to head a brand new trade association called the Business Software Alliance that 

had six young software companies as members, including Microsoft.  And it just so 

happened that their office was in the same building.  So I walked downstairs that 

morning and I talked to the fellow who headed it and said, “Hey, I hear that there's this 

draft proposal.  Do you happen to have a copy of it?”  He said, “Yes, I actually do.” 
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And he said, “You know, if you want to write a memo on it, I would be happy to send it 

to our members.”  I said, “Really?  Wow, that sounds good.”  He then said, “We wouldn't 

pay you for it, so you'd have to do it for free.”  I said, “Okay, I get it.”   

 

And he said, “By the way, if you're going to do it, I need it by Tuesday morning.  

(Laughter.)  I said, “Wow, my wife and I are leaving in four hours to go from Washington, 

D.C., to spend President’s Day weekend in Florida and go to Disneyworld.  So it actually 

wasn't on my list of what I wanted to do this weekend.” 

 

It would have been the easiest thing in the world to say, “I guess this isn't the right 

weekend for me to do this.”  We went to Disneyworld, but before we went to the airport 

I got two big litigation bags, and I went to the firm library, and in truth I did not know 

anything about copyright law.  I had not taken a single intellectual property course in law 

school.  I didn't even really know what copyright law was.  I went through the shelves 

and pulled all of these books and everything I could find and loaded it up, and I took a 

vintage 1980s style laptop computer.  And we got down to Florida on Friday night, and 

all day Saturday I read everything I'd brought.  On Sunday we went to Disneyworld.  And 

on Monday, I wrote up the memo, and we flew home and I handed it in on Tuesday 

morning. 

 

It just so happened that the head of the international legal group at Microsoft read the 

memo and actually thought it was good, which was frankly a miracle when you consider 

the starting point I had.  And he said, “Why don't we give this young lawyer a 

breadcrumb?”  We'll give him a really small project.  It was $5,000 worth of legal work.  

But out of that breadcrumb there grew a breadbasket in terms of a legal practice, and 

ultimately I found myself managing the whole darned bakery. 

 

But to me what's really important is that I probably wouldn't be standing here as the 

General Counsel of Microsoft in 2014 if Jim Atwood had not woken up that Friday 

morning in 1989 and thought about me.  I wouldn’t be here if he hadn’t read that piece 

and walked down the hall and suggested that I give this some thought.  And I certainly 

wouldn't be here if the lawyers at Microsoft hadn't read the memo, or said “Let's give 

this guy a chance.” 

 

But as you all know, that is so often what life is all about.  It's about making sure there's 

the right kind of support in your institutions to think about and help the next generation 

of people and to pay attention when something good gets done.  And, of course, we all 

need to make our own luck as we go along as well.  All of that has absolutely inspired 

me over the years to think hard about what we can do to take a great profession and 

make it better still. 
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And certainly I think that the right place to 

start is first to start with what's working.  

There are so many things that you read in 

the news about other problems we face that 

it is easy to forget that there are actually 

some important things that are working.  

And before we make the changes we may 

need to make for the future, let's make sure 

we recognize what they are. 

 

In my opinion, law schools continue to do 

well what they have always needed to do 

well.  And that is to focus the next generation 

of prospective lawyers on the fundamentals, 

which at its heart more than any single thing 

is helping people to learn how to "think like a 

lawyer."  What that really means is the ability 

to think analytically, to understand legal 

processes, to understand legal reasoning, and 

have that ability to reason yourself.  That has 

been at the core of what law schools have 

focused on since, frankly, law schools were 

founded in this country. 

 

And, of course, it doesn't stop there.  You 

cannot be a successful lawyer if you can't 

write well, and if you can't speak well.   

 

But if people can leave law school in the 

future as they have in the past learning how 

to think and write and speak the way great 

lawyers think and write and speak, they will 

have the single most important set of skills 

that they'll need.   

 

Of course, it also takes a lot more than that.   

Over the years when law students have asked 

me where they should go work, I always say 

exactly the same thing.  I say “Go work at the 

place where you think you will get the best 

training.”  If you get great training in your 

first four years as a lawyer, you will build on 

that for the rest of your career.  And if you 
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don't get good training your first four years as a lawyer, that is a deep hole that frankly is 

very difficult to dig yourself out of. 

 

And there are all kinds of things that make for great training.  There are all kinds of 

organized programs that are really important.  But I have always believed and continue 

to believe today that the single best training is the training that happens on the job.   

 

I remember my first year as an associate.  I 

remember working for the partner who was 

responsible for that file room, a litigator 

named Bill Iverson who has very high 

standards.  Some even told me when I first 

started working, “Oh, he can be pretty 

tough.” 

 

Bill did something that was amazing.  Every 

time I would write something, whether it was 

a brief or a document request or 

interrogatories, he would, of course, edit what I wrote the way every partner would 

basically edit what an associate wrote.  But he would do something else as well.  He 

would take the document when he was finished editing it.  He would come to my office.  

He would pull up a chair and sit next to me, and he would walk through all of the edits 

he made and explain not only what he had done but why.   

 

Now that was the best training on the planet that anybody could ever hope to have.  

And yet it was a relatively straightforward and even simple concept.  It gave me the 

opportunity to build on all of his learning and thinking.  And I continue to believe that 

the greatest firms in the country and the world will continue to invest in enabling their 

next generation of young lawyers to stand on the shoulders of the people who preceded 

them and who they work for today.  That is what will make for great legal careers. 

 

Of course, we do have a lot of room for 

improvement in our profession.  The biggest 

room in our house is the room for 

improvement.  And for all of the things that 

are going well – and there are many – I 

think that what is most exciting when you 

get a group like all of you together in the 

same building or the same room is the 

opportunity to think about the new things 

that we can do to reach higher and do 

better as a profession. 
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I think we have four big opportunities.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One is to invest in 21st Century training. We 

should consider reinvesting in training, 

because I think that it's at least possible, as 

some critics have suggested, that as a 

profession we've invested less in training, 

certainly since the rise of the great recession 

in 2009.   

 

 

I think there are opportunities to look at what 

we do in law schools, especially in the third 

year, and really focus not just on thinking and 

writing and speaking, but on the fourth skill 

that's fundamental to virtually everything that 

lawyers need to do in order to do their jobs 

well – and that's to become great listeners. 

 

There's probably in my opinion no program in 

law schools that develops better listeners 

faster than great clinical training.  As we think 

about clinical training opportunities, it 

exposes law students to clients.  It exposes 

students to people who may be different from 

themselves.  You can't work with a client – you 

can't help someone climb their mountain – 

unless you first understand what mountain 

they're trying to climb, and think through 

what the possible cliffs are that they'll 

encounter. 

 

All of that requires that people develop the 

ability to connect better with others and to 
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listen well to each other.  And this is a fundamental part of what it takes to become a 

great lawyer.   

 

There are so many other opportunities for us to build on the need and chance to create 

better training.  And I think that for many of us the opportunity to do our best work is to 

find new ways to do it together. 

 

One of the things that I'm really excited about 

at Microsoft is a program that we have every 

other year called the Microsoft Advocacy 

Clinic.  This is something that we pay for, and 

we put on, and we bring in for a week about 

15 rising litigators at law firms that we work 

with.  We identify the litigators who are 

earlier in their career and who we think have 

great potential.  And we bring them in and 

we expose them for a week to great litigators 

at other firms and former judges.  We bring in 

jury consultants.  We bring in mock jurors.  And we go through training exercises on 

everything from a voir dire and how to examine a juror to how to create the graphics 

using computing technology that will make a point compelling to a jury in the 21st 

Century. 

 

But what is most compelling to me is the fact that we don't rely on our law firms to do 

this by themselves.  We bring together people from different law firms who, frankly, in 

other circumstances compete with each other.  But, we know that these are people of 

talent who will also learn from each other.  And for our folks who work as lawyers inside 

our department, we get to learn as well. 

 

The success of this program inspired us this year to experiment.  Ultimately I think great 

training will require more experimentation.  So we've created a pilot program.  We've 

gone out to three firms that we work with and we basically said this:  “We'll set aside 

$50,000 worth of legal fees if you'll match it.”  And we take that $100,000 together and 

identify the first and second and third year associates in the firm who would really 

benefit from having the opportunity to see something different from what they'll see in 

their day-to-day work.  It might be attending a deposition with one of the best litigators 

in a case they're not working on.  But it's the type of thing that will open their eyes to the 

great lawyering that goes into a great deposition.  And we'll pay for half of the cost for 

that associate to spend those days participating in that kind of exercise. 

 

And like all new things, we're learning and we're finding that some firms embrace this 

and others are a little nervous.  Others embrace it, but then sort of forget about it.  And 

we're finding that some things work well and really get people excited and others work 

less well.  But the main thing I think is that we need to focus on doing new things. We 
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need to push the edge of the envelope and we need to recognize that fundamentally the 

future of our profession is the young people who are in it.  Let's invest in them and let's 

invest in them together, because that is what it will take for their success. 

 

In addition, as much as I'm wedded to the importance of good thinking and writing and 

speaking, there are a lot of new competencies that go into being a lawyer in the 21st 

Century.  And I think we benefit from stepping back and asking this – “What do we want 

people to be great at doing?” 

 

At Microsoft we talk about the six 

competencies that we want our lawyers to 

develop.  It starts with law.  Guess what, if 

you're a lawyer you actually have to know how 

to practice law.  The good news for us is we 

typically hire people after they've been out of 

law school for 5 years or 8 years, or 12 years, 

or 15 years and we don't hire them unless we 

think they're already good at that.  And 

because there are so many great institutions 

across the country, that actually isn't a challenge. 

 

But the big point is that this is where the competencies start, not where they end.  We 

like to make the point that people can't do a great job of working with our business 

unless they understand the business.  Now that means they need to understand our 

business, but it means they also need to know how to read income statements and 

balance sheets, and know something about accounting, and have a dose of modern 

business education, the way any lawyer who is working with a business needs. 

 

Not surprisingly, if you're going to work with technology you actually have to know 

about the technology.  You won't find too many lawyers who work at Microsoft who say 

they don't like to use a computer.  In fact, one of the things that enables us to retain 

people at such a high rate – we have a very high retention rate – is the fact that people 

love the technology.  But we need to invest in opportunities so they can get exposed to 

that.  We create defined programs so we can do that. 

 

In the world today so many legal processes are fundamentally government processes.  

They involve regulators and not just courts.  They may involve new statutes and the 

remaking of law, and it may ultimately involve intersections between law and politics.  So 

we feel that our folks really need to understand something about politics and how 

politics is evolving and how it's influencing regulation, so that we can predict where 

regulation is going to go, and not just advise on where it is today. 
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When you're creating a product that's going to take two or three years to develop, you 

need to be able to predict what the law is going to be when it comes to market, not just 

what it is today.   

 

And ultimately in the world today, judges, courts, and regulators are influenced not just 

by politics; they're influenced by the media.  They're influenced by the social media. 

 

I was probably the first general counsel of a large company to blog and then to have my 

own Twitter account.  In fact, one of the things we try to do is really encourage people to 

think about how issues get picked up in the media.  Something that might have seemed 

mundane, like a paragraph in a contract, suddenly can become a controversy.  And 

people will be tweeting about it all over the place.  People need to understand how 

those processes work and be sensitive to it. 

 

And finally, in contrast to what I looked at in 1986, almost all law today is international in 

at least some important respect.  We find that the issues that we're dealing with are 

being addressed not just in the United States, but oftentimes in 20, or 40, or 120 

countries around the world.  It makes it more important to understand how different 

legal systems work, how judges think differently, how different cultures approach the 

same issue, on the same day, but in a different way, because they're on a different 

continent.  All of that is what it takes to be a great lawyer. 

 

But the challenges are wonderful.  I love this 

picture.  Who is the lawyer and who is the 

client and what the heck are they doing?   

 

This was taken a couple of days ago.  The 

fellow in the middle is the client.  He's an 

engineer.  He's working on a new hardware 

design.  And he's sitting with a lawyer and a 

paralegal, and the only way you can really 

tell the difference, I suppose, is to guess 

that the client wears a hoodie and the 

lawyer doesn't. 

 

But, to me, it represents a new age for lawyers.  There’s a need for us to connect with lots 

of different people from lots of different backgrounds and focus on lots of different 

things.  And we need learn what it takes to do that well – but frankly also be inspired by 

the fun things that this will bring to the surface. 
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The second thing I really feel we have such a 

big opportunity to do as a profession is 

invest more in diversity.  It is, I believe, one 

of the core values for our profession, and it 

needs to be even more central than it is 

today.   

 

Why?  Well, first of all, the country is 

becoming more diverse.  That's obviously no 

surprise to anybody who reads anything in 

the news.   

 

If you think about what binds our diverse 

country together, it's really a few things.  It's 

a commitment to democratic principles and 

the freedom of expression enshrined in the 

Constitution.  It is at least on a good day a 

healthy respect for other people's points of 

view.  It's an abiding and deep appreciation 

for the rule and the role of law.  That is what 

enables over 310 million very different and 

diverse people to live and work and succeed 

in a country as diverse as ours. 

 

But when you think about all of those things, they all rest, they all rely, on having a 

healthy legal profession.  We are here to serve the country.  And we need to be as 

diverse as the country that we serve or we will not serve this country well in the future.   

 

But I also think it goes beyond that.  I think that for institutions that focus on diversity 

and develop a strong approach and hone it as an advantage, diversity is an incredible 

source of strength. 

 

At Microsoft, if you go across the lake, you'll find that over 12,000 of our over 40,000 

people who work here have come from 156 different countries.  We've been incredibly 

fortunate.  We've attracted many of the best engineers on the planet to come to our 

country and work at our company.  It means that in order to do our jobs well, we need to 

connect with people who come from 156 different nations, who speak dozens of 

different languages.  We need to create products that literally serve the world – every 

country in it. 

 

One of the great advantages that the United States has, in my opinion, is that we have a 

population that reflects the population of the rest of the world in a way that no other 

country can match.  There is no other country as diverse as ours.  And as we focus on our 
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own economic future, whether it's for our client, like the one I work for, or for the 

country as a whole, diversity is our strength, if only we can hone it well. 

 

There are some big things that we need to 

do, because we have to start by recognizing 

where we are today.  If you look, for 

example, at different professions and ask 

what percentage of those professions 

consist of African Americans and Hispanics, 

if you look at the professions that are 

populated by people who graduated with a 

master's in business, you find that it tends to 

be 17 or 18 percent.  If you look at computer 

scientists, it's about 15 percent.  If you look 

at the nation's doctors, it's about 12 percent.  If you look at lawyers, it's only 8 percent.  

There's really only one profession that is less diverse when it comes to African Americans 

and Hispanics than the legal profession, and that's veterinarians.  I have no idea why, but 

I figure we should probably try to learn from those who are doing better than us rather 

than learn from those who are doing worse. 

 

We need to do better.  We'll never serve the diversity of this nation if we can't improve 

the diversity of the profession.  Of course, these are issues not just for African Americans 

and Hispanics, but for many other groups as well, including women.  We see rising law 

school admissions for women, but we have such a hard time retaining them in the 

profession 10 or 20 years later.  So we have a huge room in our house called the room 

for diversity improvement. 

 

There is work that is underway, as you heard 

before.  I chair this year and next a group 

called the Leadership Council on Legal 

Diversity.  It consists of the managing partners 

and the general counsels of about 220 major 

institutions across the country.  I would 

venture that the vast majority of law firms that 

are represented in this room are also 

represented in the ranks of this group.  More 

than anything else, it has given us the 

opportunity over the last five years, when it was first founded, to bring together the 

leaders of our profession to talk together about how we can do a better job of 

advancing diversity. 
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It has created a fellows program, which we're 

very excited about.  It takes typically partners 

in law firms who are 8 to 12 years out of law 

school.  It takes lawyers in in-house 

departments of a similar age, and brings them 

together.  It actually does a little bit or even a 

lot of what I was describing earlier.  It gives 

people the opportunity to learn from each 

other.  It gives people the opportunity to, 

frankly, mentor and support each other.  And 

it exposes them to other ideas, and other 

people, and hopefully complements training that people are getting in other places.  

Investing in the future of diverse lawyers is something that we all have the opportunity 

to do more and do better. 

 

I also think that we need to take a look at 

our pipeline, because when you look at the 

pipeline, especially for African Americans 

and Hispanics coming into the legal 

profession, it looks about like the pipeline 

in this picture.  It is broken for some.  In 

fact, it's broken for many.   

 

When you look at the statistics, what I find 

most interesting is this:  if you look at the 

people who are getting bachelor's degrees 

– because after all you have to get a 

bachelor's degree to go to law school – 

and you look at the African American and 

the Hispanic and Latino rates, you actually 

see a significant fall between college and 

law school.  We don't do as good a job of 

getting people into law school as you 

would expect looking at the rates and 

numbers for people graduating from 

college. 

 

We have an opportunity to do new things here as well.  And that's what we need to do.  

We need to bring together not only law firms and legal departments but law schools and 

figure out how we can partner together to help enable more diverse people to go to law 

school, to recruit them, and especially to help them once they're there.  In LCLD we 

created a 1L scholars program that among other things is creating jobs, so that diverse 

people can have a job after their first year of law school, and get a bit of a leg up in 
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terms of professional training and mentoring.  And we'll reach about 200 people this 

year through that program. 

 

We've created a mentoring program.  This is a program that is this year going to bring 

together about 750 lawyers and law firms with about 750 diverse law students in over 20 

cities across the country to provide support and additional help for these individuals.  

These are the kinds of things we need to do more of.  And we need to continue to 

experiment.  We need to find what works.  And then we need to invest so we can take 

these kinds of programs to scale, because that's the kind of gap that over the course of 

five or ten years we should be able to close.   

 

We'll still have other gaps, but let's start to close the gaps that we can.  And then, as we 

do that, let's find ways to build on that and take the next step and move beyond.  And 

let's always do it with this vision that ultimately we really do need in this country a legal 

profession that is as diverse as the country we serve. 

 

The third thing I think we should do is invest 

more in pro bono.  I think it's one of the 

great things that our profession does for a 

whole host of reasons.  It's actually one of 

the great untold stories of the legal 

profession in the United States.  Most 

Americans know very little about it.   

 

It's certainly important.  One of the great 

things about the United States is that any 

person can walk through the doors of a 

courthouse, but you sure have a better chance of success if you can walk through the 

doors of that courthouse accompanied by a lawyer.  And there are many people who 

don't have the opportunity to benefit from that kind of legal representation today. 

 

It's the kind of thing that helps remind people why they went to law school in the first 

place.  It's the type of activity that gives lawyers new opportunities to stretch their skills 

in their earliest years. 

 

One of the things we've really focused on at 

Microsoft is legal work for refugees and kids.  

We've made a particular focus on working 

with children who are going through 

immigration proceedings in the United 

States, but who have been separated from 

their parents, like this little girl, a four-year-

old, who left Haiti in 2010 after the 

earthquake.  Her entire neighborhood was 
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devastated.  Every family was homeless.  Her mother sent her to live with her aunt in the 

United States, but she couldn't live with her aunt unless she had a lawyer. 

 

And in addition to her aunt in that picture, you see here the two lawyers who made it 

possible for this young girl to live in a home and get an education at a school and in a 

place where every home hadn't been devastated by an earthquake.  That's what lawyers 

get to do.  This little girl had a mountain of her own to climb, and there's no way she 

would have done it by herself or with her aunt alone.   

 

It is always amazing to me to see the 

impact of this kind of work not just on the 

clients, but on the lawyers.  The person 

standing in the middle of this picture was a 

young man; he had fled Eritrea when he 

was 17.  The person on the left side was the 

senior-most antitrust lawyer at Microsoft.  

He still is one of our senior-most lawyers.  

He went through an immigration 

proceeding, and the two lawyers are linking 

arms with him an hour after he had won his 

case and was permitted to stay in the United States.  And what I love about this picture is 

what I see every day:  the smile on the faces of the lawyers is every bit as big and bright 

as the smiles on the faces of the clients. 

 

I'll always remember the day a few years ago when that lawyer on the left, our antitrust 

lawyer, Dave Heiner, was working on one of these pro bono cases.  It just so happens 

that at Microsoft we have one big review a year with our CEO.  It's called Midyear Review.  

It's a three-hour meeting where we go through all of our work.  It was scheduled for a 

particular day.  Dave had an immigration case, and a month before this Midyear Review 

meeting he was before the immigration judge, and the immigration judge scheduled the 

hearing for the very same morning as the business review with our CEO. 

 

Dave pointed out to the judge that he had a scheduling conflict.  The immigration judge 

did what many judges do.  He reminded Dave that there was no room in the world more 

important than his courtroom.  (Laughter.)  And if he was going to represent this 

individual in a case, it didn't matter if it was pro bono, he'd better be in the courtroom.  I 

always will remember Dave coming back to me and saying, “What do I do? This is a 

problem.”  I said, “Dave, go to court.  We'll cover the work with Steve Ballmer, our CEO.” 

 

And what was so interesting is of course, as you might expect, a guy who is a great 

antitrust lawyer also makes for a great lawyer in lots of other circumstances.  He wrote 

this wonderful brief.  He went to the immigration hearing that morning.  I think the judge 

first wanted to see if he was really going to show up.  The judge had read the brief.  The 

judge turned to the government lawyer when the time for the hearing began and said, 
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“You know, I read the brief, I think they've got the case.  Do you just want to concede?”  

(Laughter.)  And the lawyer said, “Yes, this fellow deserves asylum in the United States.”  

So the judge said, “You win your case.  Your client gets to stay.  And you get to go to 

your meeting.” 

 

That is the kind of opportunity that makes 

people's careers so much more fulfilling.  It’s 

reflected in the work that we're doing in pro 

bono through a group called Kids in Need of 

Defense, a group that we had the 

opportunity to co-found five years ago with 

Angelina Jolie. We have built a pro bono 

army representing these kids.  There are 

lawyers from 220 law firms, your firms, legal 

departments, law schools.  We're now doing 

new things. At Columbia Law School there's 

a clinic where the students get to take a case and they work with lawyers in law firms so 

they go to the firm and work with people.  They're doing great work, and they're getting 

great training.  And they are being reminded of what a wonderful profession this actually 

is on the days when things go well. 

 

And that really brings me to the last thing I 

think we need to do.  We need to tell our 

story to the world.   

 

We shouldn't just leave it to people to talk 

about the bad things.  Of course there are 

challenges.  Everything has challenges.  We 

need to remind people that there are some 

great things about our profession, and 

there are some wonderful things about 

being a lawyer. 

 

When I think about people who have had 

interesting careers as lawyers over time, I 

like to think of this fellow, Abraham Lincoln.  

Book after book after book has been written 

about the four years and a month that 

Abraham Lincoln spent as President of the 

United States, and for good reason.  But 

before spending four years and a month as 

President, he worked for over 25 years as a 

lawyer. 
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And it's really interesting if you look at his career as a lawyer.  He didn't become a great 

President out of thin air.  He had developed all of these skills, the ability to think, the 

ability to listen, to understand other people.  He had developed those as a lawyer.   

 

Yet there were lots of challenges that he 

faced.  He didn't necessarily have time 

sheets.  But he didn't even get to fly coach.  

He would spend two months at a time 

traveling from courthouse to courthouse in 

the Eighth Judicial Circuit in Illinois.  He had 

to ride a horse in the rain and through the 

snow.  He didn't have a nice law library.  He 

needed to take two of his books in his bag.  

There were days when he would literally 

have the papers that didn't fit in his bag in 

his hat.  When he got to a hotel at the end of a day, a long day in court, he had to share 

a bed with a stranger.  And often times, those rooms had three other beds with six other 

strangers.  Imagine asking people today whether that's a life to which they would aspire. 

Imagine taking that recruiting message to law schools in the 21st Century.  (Laughter.) 

 

But what did Abraham Lincoln think of his 25 years and all of those months and all of 

that work on the road?  He had drudgery.  He had writs that needed to be filled out.  He 

had cases that at times were mundane.   

 

But one recent biographer captured it very, 

very well.  He said this, he said “He loved 

every minute of it.”  He loved the people he 

got to meet.  He loved the issues he got to 

work on.  He loved standing on his feet and 

trying to persuade other people that he was 

right.  He loved the problems that he got to 

solve.  And he loved the days when things 

had gone well.  All these are things that are 

true for lawyers today just as they were in 

the 1850s. 
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Certainly when I think of my own career, in 

part I think of the worst day I ever had as the 

General Counsel of Microsoft.  It was this day.  

It was September 17, 2007.  We had this huge 

antitrust case in Europe.  It was before this 

court, a European Court in Luxembourg.  We 

had 15 judges on the panel in this court.  

They announced in June that they would 

issue in September their opinion in our 

antitrust case against the European 

Commission.  They sent out the message that 

they wanted me to be there, to be in the courtroom.  We got enthused, thinking “well, 

maybe we're going to win.  I'm being asked to fly 5,000 miles, and hopefully it's for some 

good news.” 

 

We did what we always do for these cases.  You prepare for all the scenarios.  You 

prepare for all the PR messaging.  We had four scenarios:  scenario one, complete 

victory; scenario two, mostly a win; scenario three, well, we won some things; and 

scenario four, a devastating defeat. 

 

We went into the courtroom, the judges read a synopsis of the opinion, and while it was 

in great legalese, it didn’t sound very good.  We had a room that they had set aside in 

the courthouse so we could meet immediately afterwards.  We had everything set up.  

We had organized in advance so we could all read different parts of the 200-page 

opinion and decide quickly which scenario we were in.  We had a conference room so we 

could debate what scenario to choose.  It took about four minutes to say, “This is 

scenario four.  This is utter defeat.” 

 

The first thing I had to do was walk out of that room and stand in front of these flags 

and talk to about 30 journalists and explain something about what it was like to lose that 

case that day.  Then I had to get in a van and travel for about 90 minutes and go to a 

press conference in Brussels that had 230 journalists and about 25 television cameras, 

knowing that it was being broadcast live to the senior people at the European 

Commission who were listening to every word as I reacted to this utter defeat. 

 

It was the worst day of my 12 years as General Counsel at Microsoft.  And yet when I 

think back about it, I think to myself that on that day I did some of my best work.  I had 

to.  And that is what lawyers do.  We don't always get to win our cases.  We don't always 

get people to the top of the mountain in the first climb.  But we're there to help people 

through the tough times, as well.  That is part of what we do. 
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And there are always good days that follow.  

I've had wonderful days in what is in my 

opinion a wonderful job, in a wonderful 

profession.  And I've enjoyed and felt so 

fortunate to do all of that, as well.  And I've 

always remembered that the opportunity 

came because of the helping hand I received, 

because of people like you, and so many other 

people who work in law firms. 

 

And more than anything else, as we leave this 

room, as you go back to work, as we think about the rest of the year, I hope we'll think 

about this.  It doesn't matter whether you work for a big firm or a small firm.  It doesn't 

matter whether you've been working in this field for 20 years or a week.  It doesn't 

matter whether you've come here from the East Coast, or the West Coast, or anywhere in 

between.  It doesn't matter whether you're at 

a law school, a law firm, or a legal department.   

 

The truth is this: we all do exactly the same 

thing.  We help people climb mountains.  And 

we should be proud of it. 

 

Thank you very much.  (Applause.) 

 

 

 

 

MODERATOR:  Thank you, Brad.  We are 

going to have time for a couple of questions.  

So I'd ask for those that are interested to 

please come up to the front of the room.  

We'll start a little queue, as in a line, for those 

of you who didn't know. 

 

Brad, thank you.  I think your powerful story at 

the end of sharing about learning from failure 

is something that is really hard to do in the 

legal progression.  So I know we've got a 

question over here, but I'm going to get mine in first. 

 

BRAD SMITH:  Okay. 

 

MODERATOR:  How would you help us coach lawyers and law school students through 

failure? 
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BRAD SMITH:  I always try to ground everybody at Microsoft in two concepts.  First, life 

is about legal risk if you're a lawyer.  You can't succeed if you don't take some legal risk.  

But I always encourage people to think about avoiding integrity risk.  Don't put your 

integrity at risk.  Don't put your client's integrity at risk.  And by that I sort of say, if 

somebody is asking you to lie, or cheat, or steal, that's an integrity issue.  And we should 

have zero tolerance for that. 

 

But there are other legal risks that have nothing to do with integrity.  There are 

uncertainties about what courts will decide.  That's a fact of life.  Give the best advice 

that we can, but recognize that we'll have failures.  That's okay. 

 

Lawyers have a hard time with that word.  It's like the F-word for lawyers, failure.  You 

don't get through law school if you're a failure.  And so what I've really tried to focus 

people on is the notion that we fail, but we learn fast.  And as long as we can fix it fast 

it's okay to fail.  When there are problems, you don't want to sit around and say “Who 

did this, why they did it?”  You just ask “How do we fix it as fast as we can?” 

 

QUESTION:  Hi.  My name is Johanna Hartwig.  I run the Office of Career Planning at 

University of San Francisco School of Law.  I'm pleased to work at one of the most 

diverse law schools in the country.  And we make a lot of efforts at the school to help our 

diverse students launch their careers and become diverse attorneys.  But, I was interested 

in whether you have ideas, either through LCLD, or your work at Microsoft, about how 

we work on the pipeline well before law school, so in the K to 12 years, or in the college 

years and what people at law schools and people at firms might do to help that pipeline 

earlier on, before they get to us? 

 

BRAD SMITH:  I think it's a great question.  And I've been involved myself in a lot of 

work starting with early learning on up.  But, if there's a single area where I think we 

should marshal our resources as a profession, it's focusing on students in college, 

because that's our most ready audience.  And I just feel that if we don't make the case 

that they should consider a career in law, no one else is going to do so. 

 

The thing that I would love us to do more to think about is the fact that on so many 

university campuses today the law school is a bit of an island.  I was reminded of this a 

couple of years ago when I was at the University of Colorado at the law school and I was 

walking across the campus, and I was asking the undergraduates where the law school 

was, and no one had a clue.  And that was typical.  I mean that was nothing unusual 

there. 

 

What it reflects, I think, is that we have this wonderful resource in faculty, in adjunct 

faculty, but they all come to the law school and they sort of stay in the law school.  If 

there's one question I would encourage all of us to ask is “How can we turn people who 
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spend time in law schools as ambassadors to the undergraduate community?”  I think we 

could do some great things if we did that. 

 

QUESTION:  Good morning.  I'm Marcia Levy.  I'm the Associate Dean of Career Services 

at Cardozo Law School.  But, I was Special Counsel for Pro Bono at Sullivan and 

Cromwell.  And just one complaint, KIND was one of the most exciting things that got 

developed in the world of pro bono.  But, as pro bono counsel I got to go to the 

breakfast with you.  The partner got to go to the dinner with Angelina Jolie.  (Laughter.) 

 

BRAD SMITH:  You are not the first person to raise that complaint with me.  I will tell 

you that. 

 

QUESTION:  So since I think you owe me.  Here's what I want to --  

 

BRAD SMITH:  You're also not the first person to tell me that. 

 

QUESTION:  Actually I wanted to make a comment.  I really appreciated this speech.  

Your presentation was truly wonderful and I think touched on all the great things about 

law schools.  And it is the message that unfortunately we're not getting out there.  So I 

hope you take this message on the road and we can all steal from you and take it, as 

well. 

 

But, one thing that was interesting to me was that many law schools, you may not know 

this now, are creating centers for professional development.  We have one at Cardozo.  

There are many at -- actually, if you look at the program schedule you'll see there's three 

or four programs on that today.  And it was curious to me that you're giving money to 

law firms to develop their lawyers professionally.  Certainly law firms are a little better 

funded than law schools. 

 

BRAD SMITH:  That's true. 

 

QUESTION:  And I just wondered if you could see the possibility, because I know it's 

something that I'm working on right now with law firms to collaborate at the law school 

level, similar to the pipeline that you're talking about in terms of diversity, that pipeline 

of professionalism, of professional development, to start at the law school level for 

students to understand the kind of competencies they're going to need to be effective 

lawyers. 

 

BRAD SMITH:  I think it's a terrific thought.  And I think there's a healthy discussion 

going on in the country about how to make the most, especially of the third year of law 

school and focusing on more professional development programs.  And I do appreciate 

that a number of law schools are creating new centers, they're focusing on what all 

lawyers need, in some cases.  I'm particularly interested in those that are focused on in-

house departments and the like.  But, the truth is I think it's an important reminder and 
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it's something that all of us who are in firms and legal departments should think more 

about. 

 

QUESTION:  Thank you. 

 

QUESTION:  Thanks, David O'Brien, Georgia Law School.  A wonderful speech.  But I 

wanted to ask about the anecdote you told about going to Disneyworld and working 

while you were there.  I think that was a wonderful point that you made there that you 

have to take advantage of those serendipitous moments, and sort of jump on those 

types of opportunities. 

 

But on the flip side of that, how do you deal with the situation where that sort of Disney 

weekend happens every weekend, and then there's the burnout that lawyers experience, 

especially at larger firms, where you are expected to do that over the top go the extra 

ten miles every week, seven days a week.  And then you start having burnout.  And I 

don't think that does a service to the clients or the lawyers that get burned out. 

 

So how have you managed to maintain balance in your life while still achieving at such 

an extremely high level? 

 

BRAD SMITH:  It's definitely one of the big issues for our profession, I agree.  We try to 

think about two or three things.  First, people need to define a work life balance, and it 

needs to work for them.  I don't think it's a one-size-fits-all, and I don't think it's 

necessarily the same balance for everybody every year in their career.  I've been 

extraordinarily fortunate to be married for almost 31 years to a lawyer.  My wife – we met 

as undergraduates and went to Columbia together – is a general counsel of a company.  

And our kids are now out of the house.  We might spend more time working near each 

other on a Saturday morning than we did when our kids were young.  And we need to 

help people think about that dexterity in their own lives. 

 

I do think that clients need to think hard.  I think that we are some of the worst 

contributors.  It's too easy for an in-house lawyer on Friday afternoon at 3:00 o'clock to 

say, “I want to have a good weekend, so I'm going to call up the lawyer at the firm and 

give them the work I was going to do.”  So we actually try to talk about this some within 

Microsoft so people hear about it and think about it. 

 

I think that we need to focus in particular on the needs of women, so that women have 

different ways of working over the course of their careers.  I think one of the biggest 

losses to our profession has been the loss of women.  We've invested in some particular 

programs here in the Seattle area where some women have left firms and come together 

and created a virtual firm, and we've found work that is especially well-suited for people 

who might want to work 60 hours a month in the fall and spring and 30 hours a month 

in the summer, and then after eight years go back to full-time. 
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I guess mostly what I think we need to do is step back and ask ourselves, “How can we 

be more creative?”  I do think that there are new things that we can do.  Some of them 

are working, but I suspect we're just scratching the surface. 

 

MODERATOR:  And I'm sorry, I'm going to have to buy you a drink later, because I do 

have to cut us off.  We're at time.  So please join me in thanking Brad Smith. 

 

BRAD SMITH:  Thank you. 

 

(Applause.) 

 

END 


